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In Love Smart: Find the One You Want -- Fix the One You Got, bestselling author Dr. Phil tells people who are dissatisfied with
their love lives to stop making excuses and start taking action. You deserve a committed relationship, and it is within your control
to have the one you want. First, though, you need to determine what you want in a partner, plot your course, and get out there and
create velocity in your pursuit of a loving connection. In this book you'll learn to: Present the real you in the most flattering light.
You have to stop being your own best kept secret. Peek behind the male curtain. Dr. Phil tells you things about men that they don't
necessarily want you to know. How good is your Guy-Q? Master the right moves. Don't fade into the wallpaper; get noticed and get
involved. If you are already coupled up then learn how to grow and nurture what you have built. Bag 'em, tag 'em and take 'em
home. Learn how to negotiate the relationship you desire and then close the deal. Get out of your relationship rut. The daily grind,
money problems, work, etc., can take their toll on your relationship. Dr. Phil shows you how to assess the state of your union and
take your relationship to a deeper level. There are no exceptions: There is somebody for everybody, and everybody deserves a
relationship filled with love and excitement. Love Smart: Find the One You Want -- Fix the One You Got offers you the plan to find
not just any relationship but the committed, loving, joy-filled relationship you've been waiting for. Contact Dr. Phil at
www.drphil.com
Practical, down to earth, explicit and fun, HOT SEX is the must-have sex and relationships book for every woman and man. It's
perfect bedtime reading for two, an easy-to-follow guide that cuts straight to the nitty gritty to deliver candid advice with a healthy
dose of humour. Packed with tips and techniques that work, HOT SEX includes everything from a blow-by-blow, step-by-step to
oral sex to finding (and figuring out) your G-spot. Whether you're a beginner or an old hand, get into HOT SEX-- the only how-to
that really tells you how to do it! Tracey Cox is Australia's foremost sex and relationships writter and has a degree in psychology. A
former associate editor of COSMOPOLITAN, she contributes regularly to leading women's magazines. 'Frank, forthright and at
times hysterically funny... the one sex manual you'll want to read cover to cover!' Pat Ingram, Editor-in-Chief, COSMOPOLITAN
'Punch and to the point.. essential reading.' Dr Janet Hall, sex therapist 'At last! Good, easy-to-read information about sex and
reproduction for both men and women.' Dr Edith Welsberg, women's health expert
Hot Sex: How to Do It took the world by storm and was a bestseller in more than 40 countries. Now The Hot Sex Handbook serves
up all the juiciest bits in a handy take-anywhere size–so you can have hot sex wherever you go. Hundreds of steamy tips will have
you shredding the sheets and begging for more. • The famous 10-step guide to giving him a hellishly good blow job • Ohmigoddon’t-ever-stop oral sex for her • The hot new way to have intercourse (guaranteed to up her orgasm quota) •His and hers how-tofind-it guides to your G-spot •Sex toys tried and tested •Enough foreplay ideas to keep you amused for days, weeks, months…
Like her previous books, Tracey's latest title is a lavishly illustrated, practical sex manual that's also a great read... but this time
there's a twist. In Secrets of a Supersexpert Tracey shares not just her own views on sex, but what she has learned from the
secrets that others confide in her. She shows you the best techniques for great sex, all delivered with the insight and insider
knowledge of 15 years as the world's foremost sexpert. Like the best friend you come to for confidential advice. Tracey is an
international sex, body language and relationships expert who appears often on NBC's "Today Show". She is well-known for her
TV shows on sex and relationships, including The Sex Inspectors (HBO) and Date Patrol (Discovery Channel). For more
information about Tracey, visit www.traceycox.com or for Tracey at iVillage, visit:traceycox.iVillage.com/love/
While providing a rock-solid foundation of sociology, Introduction to Sociology: Canadian Version, by renowned sociologists
George Ritzer and Neil Guppy, illuminates traditional sociological concepts and theories, as well as some of today’s most
compelling social phenomena: Globalization, consumer culture, and the Internet. Ritzer and Guppy bring students into the
conversation by bridging the divide between the outside world and the classroom. The international version of the book by Ritzer
has been redesigned with an explicitly Canadian core. The result is this compelling Canadian version featuring George Ritzer’s
distinctive voice and style blended with Neil Guppy’s definitive views on Canadian sociology—highlighting the place of Canada in a
globalizing world.
Supersex for Life focuses on keeping the lust alive in long-term relationships with renowned sex and relationship expert Tracey
Cox. Supersex for Life offers an abundance of sexy solutions, mixed with a good deal of humor, that offer a fresh take on an ageold problem. Tracey shows you how to communicate better with your partner -the first step to scintillating sex - and looks at a
range of hot sexual positions that are guaranteed to excite you both. Offering lots of ideas for spicing up your sex life, from
raunchy role plays to steamy fantasies, Tracey shows how you and your partner can have the best sex of your lives and enjoy a
new and invigorating intimacy.
Its time for pocket superhotsex from the worlds best sexpert, Tracey Cox Take a crash course in how to take your sex life from
dull to daring with wicked fantasies, tricks, tips, and lashings of imaginative ideas from sexpert Tracey Cox. Turn up the raunch
factor with MORE risqu topics, MORE fantastic techniques, and even SAUCIER games. Small enough to fit in your handbag (or
pocket) take it wherever your sex life takes you.
Tracey Cox believes that sex should never be taken too seriously-so she's devised a handy deck of cards full of tips and titillating
tricks to help lovers put the sizzle back into their sex lives.
Whatever the state of your love life, Hot Relationships has the answers to all your dating and relating dilemmas. Are you madly in
love or driven mad by it? Happily single or looking for a partner? Living together, married with kids or dumped and desperate?
Funny, practical and refreshingly realistic, it's packed with advice on everything from flirting and flings to monogamy and marriage.
There's hot tips on getting over an ex, where to meet a partner, how to spot the losers and how to breeze through that first date, as
well as hints on fixing the fights, surviving jealousy and infidelity and breaking bad love habits. A must-have manual for singles,
couples, men and women, Hot Relationships shows you how to have one-- and how to keep it that way.
Kim Cattrall, best known for her depiction of Sex and the City's Samantha, slides between the sheets with readers to share her
secrets on reaching the heights of pleasure. In this illustrated guidebook for women looking to improve their sex, Kim Cattrall
teams up with her husband to share tips and tricks. This how-to-sex book is based on viewer feedback from the show and
designed to help couples focus on achieving the female orgasm.
For the lovers, for the adventurous, for the curious, for the bakers. Especially for the bakers. Birds do it, bees do it. And guess
what—cookies do it, too. In fact, never have a pair of gingerbread cookies looked so pleased. Yes, the Kama Sutra meets the Joy
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of Cooking. Featuring an unabashed gingerbread couple, who are photographed in unflinching full color, the Cookie Sutra is a
recipe for pleasure. There is The First Posture, where two are yoked as one (yet the calorie count remains unchanged). The Pair
of Tongs, allowing the woman to be open, free, sweet and crunchy. Pounding the Spot, requiring the suppleness of freshly rolled
dough. There is Scissors, Autumn Dog, Tripod, The Wheelbarrow, The Snake Trap. And, for the advanced and adventurous, The
Suspended Congress—great care must be taken lest the cookies crumble. A great gift for a bride or groom, for your valentine, or for
a home baker with a sense of adventure.
Fresh, chatty, and filled with Tracey Cox''s personal tips and hilarious anecdotes, Superflirt takes the reader through the
fundamentals of body language, then shows you how to express the messages you want to send and how to read what other
bodies are saying to you. Packed with intimate photographs of real-life scenarios, this is the most stylish, elegantly designed,and
up-to-date guide to body language available. Make every man want you... Make every woman melt...
Good health and a fit body are inextricably entwined with great sex. On a physical level, fitness makes one a more attractive and
skilled lover. On an emotional level, studies show that body image plays a key role in sexual desire and satisfaction. Research has
linked a healthy sex life to lower risks of cardiovascular disease, diabetes, depression, and obesity. Based on the latest research
on sexual health, behavioral psychology, fitness, and nutrition, The Men's Health and Women's Health Big Book of Sex is
brimming with useful tips, exercise photos, practical sidebars, and more. The two-sided book also features the Better-Sex
Workout, the Better-Sex Diet, a Trouble-Shooter's Guide to Sexual Health, and Q&A columns from the Men's Health "Girl Next
Door" and Women's Health "Guy Next Door" and leading sexual health experts.
Quick to climax tips and techniques for busy couples from sexpert Tracey Cox. Provocative and fun, Quickies suggests and shows
all the moves to get you and your partner in the mood, fast. From the park to the office, discover the most risqué places to get it on
without getting caught.
Just when you thought you knew it all...comes this new guide to erotic pleasure by the woman who literally wrote the book on Hot
Sex. Because you really can’t get enough of a good thing, Tracey Cox, a.k.a. the Sex Doctor, has turned up the heat to deliver the
feel-good book for men and women of every taste and persuasion. Inside you’ll find the low-down on going down, straight talk on
toys, and surefire ways to turn up the heat on even the most lukewarm love life. Filled with hands-on advice, this brand-new howto guide to making it hotter is both amusing and arousing, and almost as much fun to read as doing it yourself! Including such
sexciting topics as: • The top five things your new lover is hoping for • Foolproof ways to tell how you rate as a lover • How to get
some: sex advice for those who aren’t getting enough or aren't getting any...whether you already have a partner or need a date •
Does cheating count if no one catches you? • The best sex toys and how to use them • Are your parents getting into bed with
you? • Crucial keys to having fabulous long-term sex • Position yourself for maximum pleasure: easy-to-follow instructions for outof-this-world orgasms And much more!
Reassuring, honest, funny, and most of all empowering, GREAT SEX STARTS AT 50 is the must-have sex and relationships book
for men and women hitting half a century with little sign of slowing down. There's no denying that something happens to us
sexually at 50. Thankfully, information and enthusiasm can help you reclaim a robust sex life. In this easy-to-follow guide, Tracey
Cox uses a blend of research, case studies, practical techniques, and personal anecdotes to show you how to arouse yourself and
your partner, regain your enthusiasm for sex, navigate relationship issues, and create the perfect conditions for sex. Tracey's
authentic, trustworthy, and relatable approach will give you all the information and enthusiasm you need to do it!

With all the parenting information out there and the constant pressure to be the “perfect” parent, it seems as if many
parents have lost track of one very important piece of the parenting puzzle: raising happy kids. Parenting today has
gotten far too complicated. It’s never been the easiest job in the world, but with all the “parenting advice” parents are
met with at every corner, it’s hard not to become bewildered. It seems that in the past it was a good deal simpler. You
made sure there was dinner on the table and the kids got to school on time and no one set anything on fire, and you
called it a success. But today everybody has a different method for dealing with the madness--attachment parenting, freerange parenting, mindful parenting. And who is to say one is more right or better than another? How do you choose? The
truth is that whatever drumbeat you march to, all parents would agree that we just want our kids to be happy. It seems
like a no-brainer, right? But in the face of all the many parenting theories out there, happiness feels like it has become
incidental. That’s where The Happy Kid Handbook by child and adolescent psychotherapist and parenting expert Katie
Hurley comes in. She shows parents how happiness is the key to raising confident, capable children. It’s not about giving
in every time your child wants something so they won’t feel bad when you say no, or making sure that they’re taking that
art class, and the ballet class, and the soccer class (to help with their creativity and their coordination and all that excess
energy). Happiness is about parenting the individual, because not every child is the same, and not every child will
respond to parenting the same way. By exploring the differences among introverts, extroverts, and everything in
between, this definitive guide to parenting offers parents the specific strategies they need to meet their child exactly
where he or she needs to be met from a social-emotional perspective. A back-to-basics guide to parenting, The Happy
Kid Handbook is a must-have for any parent hoping to be the best parent they can be.
If Tracey Cox's Superhotsex got you hot under the collar, wait until you see her Superhotsex Deck. In it, she cherry-picks
the raunchiest tips, techniques, positions, and scenarios from her bestselling book, and distills them into a portable, userfrily little package. Each card is a self-contained sexy trick or tip. There cards for bondage, quickies in the great outdoors,
threesomes, and carnal feats that defy the laws of physics. Tracey's been dubbed the "mistress of raunch" for good
reason-Superhotsex Deck is not for shrinking violets or the faint of heart.
Explores what sex means as part of a loving relationship, and how partners can experience it to its full potential.
Covering new ground, bestselling author and expert Dr. Laura Berman shows how it is possible to combine the reality of
everyday life with fantastic sex. Sex in real life is not the sex we see in the media, and this book's images and advice
reflect life and sex naturally. This book helps the reader to connect with her own sexuality, looking at physical and
emotional health, and how she feelsabout herself and sex. Dr. Laura then provides information on techniques and tips on
how to maximize your sex life, including how to express your needs and explore new positions. Best-selling author and
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renowned sex therapist, Dr. Laura Berman is America's leading expert in female sexual health. She is the founder and
director of the Berman Center in Chicago, which specializes in sexual health and therapy, and she is assistant clinical
professor of psychiatry and obstetrics/gynecology atthe Feinberg School of Medicine at Northwestern University.
Now available in a handy, compact, size, a groundbreaking, lavishly illustrated guide to human sexuality offers an honest
and entertaining approach that covers everything from the fundamentals of male and female anatomy to sexual
techniques, tips, and tricks.
In this Queen Bees and Wannabes for the elementary and middle school set, child and adolescent psychotherapist Katie
Hurley shows parents of young girls how to nip mean girl behavior in the bud. Once upon a time, mean girls primarily
existed in high school, while elementary school-aged girls spent hours at play and enjoyed friendships without much
drama. But in this fast-paced world in which young girls are exposed to negative behaviors on TV and social media from
the moment they enter school, they are also becoming caught up in social hierarchies much earlier. No More Mean Girls
is a guide for parents to help their young daughters navigate tricky territories such as friendship building, creating an
authentic self, standing up for themselves and others, and expressing themselves in a healthy way. The need to be liked
by others certainly isn't new, but this generation of girls is growing up in an age when the "like" button shows the world
just how well-liked they are. When girls acknowledge that they possess positive traits that make them interesting, strong,
and likeable, however, the focus shifts and their self-confidence soars; "likes" lose their importance. This book offers
actionable steps to help parents empower young girls to be kind, confident leaders who work together and build each
other up.
Bosses, friends, family members, they've made your life hell -- until now! Based on fourteen years of research and
observation, Dr. Robert Bramson's proven-effective techniques are guaranteed to help you right the balance and take
charge of your life. Learn how to: Stand up to anyone -- without fighting. Blunt a sniper's attack. Get a clam to talk. Cut off
a Sherman tank at the pass. Manage bulldozers. Get stallers off the dime. Move a complainer into a problem-solving
mode. Learn the six basic steps that allow you to cope with just about anyone. Reclaim the power the rightfully belongs to
you in any relationship!
Put the spice back into your sex life with this erotic encyclopedia from bestselling sex writer Anne Hooper. Packed with
inventive ideas, tried-and-tested techniques and expert advice, this is the perfect bedside companion.
"Includes content previously published in Kama sutra; Supersex; Superhot sex; Quickies; and Secrets of a supersexpert."
-- Title page.
In a totally fresh and appealing take on the subject, SEX is a completely new kind of sex book. This is a sex book for
people who like having sex, who want to have more, and want to know how to do everything better. Unlike other sex
manuals, which try to solve problems with sex, this is a book for people who love sex and want to expand their horizons.
Written by the young, hip "super-sexpert" duo Em and Lo of nerve.com notoriety, this book is as witty and cool as it is
instructive. This fun and energetic romp has over 300 explicit and authentic, but beautiful, "live" shots by renowned
fashion and portrait photographer, Rankin.
Make your sex life sizzle with erotic ideas, naughty games, added tricks, tips and techniques, with the raunchiest round of
cards you've ever played. International sexpert, Tracey Cox brings you 4 sexy suits: Fabulous Foreplay, Surething Sex
positions, Sex Tricks and Get Kinky, guaranteed to please. You won't be disappointed.
Sex Secrets of the Kama Sutra & Other Eastern Pleasures is an inspirational guide to the best sex positions and
techniques from Arabia, India, China, and Japan. Classic erotic manuscripts and traditions from each country provide the
source of eye-opening secrets that will take couples on a sexual adventure and push erotic pleasure to dizzying heights.
Everything you need to know to become a supersexpert from Tracey Cox Hang onto your headboard your sex life is
about to get superhot thanks to sexpert Tracey Cox. Witty, fresh, clever and loads of fun, it's packed with practical and
realistic advice to skyrocket your sex life to supersex status. Learn how to kiss, lick, stroke and nibble your way to great
sex. Discover why snogging yourselves stupid is a very good idea. Learn sexual positions you'll both adore and take lots
of time over the six-part guide to super foreplay! Real-life, reveal all accounts from Tracey Cox and her posse of roadtesting couples give a refreshing reality to each sexy subject. Your sex life will never be the same again.
The world's best sexpert, Tracey Cox, meets the world's greatest sex guide in this fantastic pocket-sized guide If you
want to tell your lingam from your yoni, perfect the nine thrusts to Nirvana and wave goodbye to ordinary orgasms,
Tracey Cox's unique, explicit and entertaining take on the Kama Sutra is just what you need. 'Debonking' the myths,
showing what works, what doesn't and what's omigod-great, this is the Kama Sutra to make your tantric techniques tingle
and shiver your chakras. Small enough to fit in your handbag (or pocket), take it wherever your sex life takes you.
Sex 365 Dare You To ... entices lovers into bed for some exciting adult playtime. By setting each other sexy dares, lovers
can experiment with new activities, positions, and techniques (ones they may have been too shy to suggest). The result:
their sex life gets an instant shake-up and they'll start looking at each other in a whole new erotic light. Each idea is
illustrated with full-color, full-length photography to provide erotic inspiration, while playful, descriptive text gives intimate
how-to instructions for both him and her. Couples can decide which direction they want their sex life to go: more
romantic, playful, sexy, or kinky, and turn to the relevant chapter. Alternatively, they can work through the book from day
1 to day 365-by the end no sexual challenge will make them blush again. Also included is a spread at the end of the book
that helps readers to pick the ultimate dare-one that is selected at random. 365 Dare You To ... is the perfect bed
companion. Its combination of lighthearted text and erotic whole-body photographs will make readers drop their
inhibitions in preparation for a journey of intense sexual discovery.
The Children at the Playground is a fun picture book set to the rhythm of "The Wheels on the Bus." Perfect for active
story times or to read before, after, or during a playground visit.
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Over 100 positions for maximum erotic pleasure from the worlds bestselling sex therapist, Anne Hooper Gathered together in one incredibly
erotic guide find 100 of the most sensual, exciting, and sexy positions youll ever experience. From Erotic Embraces to Acrobatic Ecstasy
explicit photos show you exactly what to do plus tips for further stimulation ensure you and your partner get the most out of every position.
Perfect for anyone looking to spice up their sex life.
Demonstrates ways to build a satisfying and passionate sex life using various positions and techniques, and discusses the importance of an
emotional bond between partners.
A stimulating mind and body programme to unleash your sexual energy Best-selling sex therapist and relationship counsellor Anne Hooper
reveals the sexual secrets and intimate erotic techniques that ensure you give and receive maximum sexual pleasure. Provocative exercises
to heighten orgasmic enjoyment Sensual massage techniques to restore and build sexual energy levels Tantalising repertoire of skin-to-skin
positions for closer sexual intimacy
The world’s best sexpert, Tracey Cox, meets the world’s greatest sex guide. If you want to tell your lingam from your yoni, perfect the nine
thrusts to Nirvana and wave goodbye to ordinary orgasms, Tracey Cox’s unique, explicit and entertaining take on the Kama Sutra is just
what you need. ‘Debonking’ the myths, showing what works, what doesn’t and what’s omigod-great, this is the Kama Sutra to make your
tantric techniques tingle and shiver your chakras. “If you’d like sex which transcends sex as we know it, you’ve come to the right place . . .”
Tracey Cox.
A thirtieth anniversary edition of the guide first published in 1972 features updated text and illustrations and covers such topics as sexually
transmitted diseases and achieving healthy intimacy. Reprint.
You don't have to have aspirations to stardom or want any more audience than your own special guy. This guide will show women how to get
rid of inhibitions and find new ways to be beautiful and sexy with over 100 mind-blowing tips, tricks and games. Tips and advice cover every
aspect of sexual behavior to build a woman's confidence and make her feel like a true sex goddess, including how to: Strip with confidence there's a reason guys are turned on by just the right amount of teasing. Get comfortable with oral sex - find out how to do it and receive it in
ways that will totally enhance your and your partner's libidos. Have multiple orgasms if you want to - why deny yourself this mind-blowing
treat? Talk dirty like a pro - a top turn-on and a great way to get what you want in bed.
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